PP-Interview Questions

Pattern 1

1. Tell me about your self?
2. Explain about your recent Project?
3. Client/ Location of your Project?
4. Material Staging in REM?
5. What is REM Profile? How did you create by assistant or manual?
6. What is back flushing in REM and what is T.Code for it?
7. What are all the types in Backflushing and T.Code for it?
8. What are the different places we can give Backflush Indicator?
9. What is Product Cost Collector and its T.code?
10. What are all the costs involved in Product Cost Collector?
11. What is S.O.P? What are the T.Codes for SOP?
12. How many types of SOPs are there?
13. Explain Flexible planning Procedure?
14. What is the data you give in S.O.P screen?
15. What is the standard info set?
16. What is the customization procedure for production orders?
17. What are the details in Production scheduling profile?
18. Explain Production Order Cycle after run the MRP?
19. What is Production Order Settlement?
20. Scheduling Parameters for a Production Order?
21. Do you have any idea about Capacity Planning?
22. How do you carry out Capacity leveling?
23. Can you dispatch capacity for a single work center?
24. What is Planning strategy and how can you customize it?
25. What are MRP Plant parameters and T.Code for it?
26. If no planning strategy, no MRP group given, how can you give the requirement type?
27. If no requirement type has given, can the planned order be generated?
28. Against which you settle Product order cost?
29. Do you have any idea about PP PI?
30. What is importance of PI sheet?
31. Where do you configure process instructions?
32. Master data in REM & Discrete manufacturing?
33. Lot size procedure?
34. In resume you have written evaluation of planning results, how did you do it?
35. What is difference between MD 04 & MD 05?
36. What are the different types of Consumption based planning?
37. What is the difference between Manual Reorder Point procedure and automatic reorder point procedure?
38. Do you know variant configuration?
39. What are all the steps involved in Variant Configuration?
40. Different types of Object dependencies?
41. Overlapping and splitting, where do you assign?
42. What are the problems encountered in your project?
43. How do you write User exit?
44. What is a T.Code for Production order user exit?
45. Where you can find user exit?
46. What are Trigger points and where do you find them?
47. Do you know any thing about PRTs?
48. What are the different places, where we can give auto GR?
49. How do you check capacity of rough cut planning profile?

Pattern 2

1. Tell me about your self?
2. Can you explain about your activities/roles in your domain industry?
3. Explain about your projects?
4. What is the process of Goods issue before and after implementing SAP?
5. When a production order is released, what are the things done in system?
6. What are the levels of production in your project?
7. Do you have implemented Capacity planning there?
8. What is the category of work centers you have created?
9. Who is doing the MIGO transaction?
10. What is the role of MRP Controller?
11. Two or three Production Orders are there for the same day, and goods are not sufficient and then how to proceed?
12. In the production order confirmation, what are the things you confirm?
13. If any difference is there in between planned confirmation dates and actual ones, how will you identify and how will you show in the system? Do you have any given procedure to do that?
14. If no capacity planning is there, then what purpose you have created the work centers?
15. What is the Backflushing in REM, explain in detail?
16. Do you used Pull list or back flushing in REM?
17. What are the manufacturing strategies do they have before SAP implementation and what are the strategies you have suggested for them and why?
18. Did you suggest business process re-engineering for them?
19. How do you interlink PP with QM?
20. What is your knowledge in QM?
21. Where to assign the inspection characteristics?
22. If your client has any in process quality control, how to incorporate it?
23. What is your idea in SOP?
24. How many levels of Flexible Planning are there?
25. Do you have implemented any hours accounting for them?
26. How can you see the costing details in Production Order?
27. What is your idea about capacity leveling and how can you dispatch it?
28. You are saying 10 & 11 strategies given for two products; do you have given two different strategies for the same Product? If not, for the same engine valve why you are describing them as two different products?
29. What is your idea about process industries?
30. Where do you define Process instructions?
31. What are different planning types you have given them?
32. Do you have worked in any support environment?
33. How many tickets used to get daily in your Post implementation support?
34. What are your major activities in post implemented support? Can you explain some issues?
35. What are your roles & responsibilities in implementation?
36. Can you explain me about your deliverables in each phase of implementation in detailed?
37. What is your team size?
38. How many PP Consultants are there in your project?
39. Do you have any idea about Long term planning, Briefly explain?
40. Do you have any idea about Product costing, walk thru?

Hope these above questions will be useful for the Aspirants in PP module.

Please feel free to add any more questions which can help all of us.